One of the greatest barriers to distance learning is the lack of Internet access outside of school for all students. This is commonly referred to as the “Homework Gap”.

The Commonwealth’s Broadband Connect Team Contact: https://www.commonwealthconnect.virginia.gov/what-is-CC

**Strategic Approach to Providing Internet to All**

**Wi-Fi on Buses or Other Mobile Vertical Assets (Lifts, Bucket Trucks Etc.)**
Schools can equip school buses and other vertical assets with networking capabilities to park in locations throughout the locality. They could ask their locality if there are any bucket trucks available to use as a vertical asset in which to install WAPs and extend the Wi-Fi signal. If pursuing this option, schools will need to purchase mobile carrier services for the Wi-Fi on buses and/or mobile vertical assets. There is also a very innovative solution being tested using a utility trailer and solar panels for power to broadcast LTE service.

**Digital Instructional Material**
Schools can use #GoOpenVA, which is an open educational resources (OER) portal recently launched by the VDOE. https://goopenva.org/. Schools can enroll students and teachers for online classes and curriculum in Virtual Virginia. Schools can purchase a Learning Management System (LMS) and online curriculum. Schools can develop a “COVID-19 Broadband web page” on their division website that lists businesses or organizations that offer free Wi-Fi to the community and how to obtain devices.

**Mobile Hotspots and Services**
Purchase and loan out mobile Wi-Fi hotspots to students that need them. School divisions can purchase mobile Wi-Fi devices along with monthly service charges for wireless. And schools could purchase filtering software for any 1:1 programs they plan to initiate.

**Computing Devices/Filtering**
Purchase computing devices for students and teachers/staff that need them along with any monthly service charges for wireless.

**Extend School Wi-Fi to Parking Lots or Other Areas (E.G. Athletic Fields)**
Schools can use their existing bandwidth and extend it out to athletic fields or other open spaces on school property. They can purchase outdoor Wireless Access Points (WAPs) and the labor and materials needed to install the infrastructure. Divisions could look at opening up a closed school with existing fiber and extend the network out into the parking lot or other areas of the school. Schools could purchase mini-towers to install on top of school buildings to extend the Wi-Fi.

**Low-Cost Internet Service for Students of Families That Cannot Afford It**
Schools could fund strategies that help families understand how to fund their own low-cost Internet Services for the home. This could be a communication strategy or other creative means to assist families with the process of procuring this service.
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